Anthology Photography Award 2022

Category: **Photography**
Deadline: October 31, 2022

Open to photographers working at any level, the **Anthology Photography Award** celebrates outstanding standalone images. It also provides a platform for photographers to showcase their work through publication.

Images submitted must be on the theme of ‘Where I Live’. Submissions will be judged on quality, creativity, originality, and visual/emotional impact.

Photography styles can include street photography, landscapes, natural world & wildlife, macro photography, lifestyle, object & still life and architectural. Technically manipulated images such as abstract, panoramic, stitched and composite are also permitted. Extra merit will be awarded to creative interpretation of the brief.

Each entry must have been captured on or after 1 November, 2021.

Entry fee: 10 EUR for entries submitted on or before 30 June 2022 or 15 EUR for entries submitted between 1 June and 31 October 2022.

**Eligibility**
Open worldwide to all photographers. There is no age limit for entrants.

**Prize**
The winner will receive a **500 EUR** cash prize and editorial coverage in a future issue of Anthology Magazine, plus a one-year subscription to Anthology.